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The objectives of this pooled fund study are to develop methods to estimate the elastic modulus and
strength of pavement drainage layers for the Mechanistic-Empirical Pavement Design Guide (MEPDG),
to perform analysis of the stability and failure of the drainage layer in the pavement structure, and to
develop specifications for required minimum porosity for effective drainage.

1. Collection and storage of the drainage material from participating states for laboratory tests:
The drainage material collected from the participating states so far is the asphalt stabilized open graded material from
Virginia. The material is stored in the laboratory of Virginia Tech Transportation Institute (VTTI).
2. Improving the test protocols:
Based on the information collected from available literature we decided that the dynamic modulus test would be
conducted on the Asphalt Treated Permeable Base (ATPB) from Virginia. Although the resilient modulus was widely used
and reliable to characterize the mixture properties in the past, the new 2002 AASHTO M-E Design Guide adopted the
dynamic modulus for asphalt concrete mixtures. The Standard Test Method for Dynamic Modulus of Asphalt Mixtures
according to ASTM D3497-79 will be followed for testing ATPB. The specimens wil be 4 inches in diameter and 6 inches
in height because the maximum particle size of the aggregate is 1 inch. The gyratory compactor will be used to prepare
specimens with air void contents ranging from 20% to 35%. The AASHTO T215 procedure, Permeability of Granular Soils
(Constant Height), will be followed to perform the permeability test of drainage material at different porosities.
3. Laboratory equipment calibration:
The gyratory compactor has been set up and calibrated. It is ready for compacting specimens with air void contents
ranging from 20% to 35%. The loading ram of the Interlaken's Asphalt Mix Performance Tester is broken and we are
trying to fix it. The Asphalt Mix Performance Tester will be calibrated again after repair.
4. Training on personnel to conduct tests:
Two graduate students are trained to use the equipment in the asphalt laboratory and to conduct the tests.

5. Simulation on the location effects of drainage layer
The location effects of drainage layer to the performance of the pavement structure will be evaluated by using the finite
element method in ABAQUS.

Acquire adequate materials from participating states: Idaho, Oklahoma and Wisconsin.
Training procedure will be continued for graduate students to conduct dynamic modulus test using the Interlaken
Asphalt Mix Performance Tester, as well as to perform a series of standard tests such as the permeability test
and gyratory compact test on the typical drainage layer materials.
About 25 specimens with air void contents ranging from 20% to 35% will be made by the gyratory compactor and the
dynamic modulus test will be conducted on these specimens.
The AASHTO T215 procedure, Permeability of Granular Soils (Constant Height), will be followed to perform the
permeability test on these specimens.
Data acquired from laboratory test will be analyzed. The relationships between the dynamic modulus, the
permeability of ATPB and the porosities will be investigated respectively.
The location effects of drainage layer will continue to be investigated and suggestions will be made to select
the location of drainage layer.

Typical asphalt stabilized aggregates used by Virginia for the drainage layer have been collected and stored for
a series of tests.
The gyratory compactor has been set up and calibrated and the Interlaken Asphalt Mix Performance Tester is now
under repair.
The test protocols to characterize the asphalt stabilized open graded aggregates have been revised and improved.
The dynamic modulus test is selected as the major test method to characerize the ATPB instead of using the resilient
modulus test.
Graduate students are trained to conduct the gyratory compact test and specific gravity test in the apshalt laboratory.

The Asphalt Mix Performance Tester for dynamic modulus test was broken unexpectedly and we are
trying to fix it. This might affect the original schedule slightly.

